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Abstract

Over the years, lithic analysis has become an integral part of Neolithic research in Greece. In the past, chipped stone tools were considered as potential chronological and cultural markers. Pottery, however, and polished stone implements attracted the greatest deal of attention for many decades. During the 1960s, prehistoric archaeology shifted toward a positivist approach away from the culture-historical perspective. Pioneering characterization studies and exchange theories made obsidian a focal point of interest in Aegean archaeology. In the course of time new ideas began to challenge old perspectives, offering different interpretations of the Neolithic past. The concept of the operational sequence or artefact biography started to dominate the field of lithic analysis, providing insight into human behaviour and mind. Currently, the artefact biography approach is used to explore space structuring and depositional practices from a contextual point of view.

Introduction and early background

This article, focusing on chipped stone, attempts to highlight how lithic studies became integral to the Neolithic archaeology of Greece. Approaches to prehistory are influenced by theoretical trends within the social sciences, and thus over the years there have been various reconstructions and interpretations. In this respect, the following questions arise: what was the role of chipped stone tools in investigating the Greek Neolithic (Fig. 1), and how they became part of the research agenda; furthermore, what is the significance of lithics in the Neolithic archaeology of Greece at present?

At the beginning of prehistoric research in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, archaeologists were familiar with the various stone tools and recognized their contribution to the archaeological record. By that time, after the development of the Three-Age system and thanks to Thomsen’s relative chronology (Bahn 2005, 265-266), it was known that stone comprised the main raw material for the manufacture of tools and weapons before the use of
bronze and iron. However, in a period crucial to the structuring of the Greek nation’s identity after the establishment of the Greek state in 1830 (Clogg 1992, 47-99), remote prehistory did not serve the dominant ideology since its origins were not clear. From the viewpoint of the culture-historical archaeology, lithics would probably contribute more or less to the establishment of relative chronologies. From an evolutionary perspective, chipped stone compared to polished stone tools represented an early and less sophisticated stage of pre-urban civilization (Mylonas 1928, 120-122). At any rate, lithic artefacts were not considered as significant as pottery, which is obvious in that the former were never discussed as detailed as the latter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Early/Middle Neolithic 6700-5400 BC</th>
<th>Late Neolithic 5400-3300 BC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obsidian</td>
<td>Chert/Flint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Greece</td>
<td>Very rare</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Thessaly</td>
<td>Rare/Frequent</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Thessaly &amp; N. Sporades</td>
<td>Abundant</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central &amp; Southern Greece</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Rare/Frequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Greece &amp; Ionian Islands</td>
<td>Absent</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclades</td>
<td>Lacuna?</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crete</td>
<td>Dominant</td>
<td>Rare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.** Chronological chart showing relative frequency of raw materials (after Perlès 1990a, Tables 3, 4; Andreou et al. 2001, Table 1).

In the first half of the 20th century chipped stone tools were treated as ‘miscellaneous finds’, a term implying that the artefacts under discussion were thought of as being of restricted interpretative value. This is apparent in the work of both the Greek Archaeological Society and the Foreign Archaeological Schools (Tsountas 1908, 327-328; Heurtley 1939, 200-201). Stone tools were viewed as evidence of daily routines. Archaeologists published the best preserved and most representative ones, with little or no reference todebitage and
waste products. The approach was descriptive, distinguishing tool types such as knives, scrapers, arrowheads, and sickle-blades. Within this framework, there was not much space for addressing more advanced and complex issues relating to the production, use, and exchange of chipped stone implements.

**Lithics in broad perspective**

The neo-evolutionary theory of the 1940s and 1950s had a great impact on prehistoric archaeology. The idea put forward was that cultural change is a long-term process of adjustment to external challenges, conditioned by regularities which are detectable in the archaeological record; in addition, culture was viewed as a system with three interacting components which were identified as technological, sociological, and ideological (Steward 1955 and White 1959, cited in Trigger 1989, 289-294). Archaeologists redefined the objectives of the discipline on this basis (Binford 1962). The New Archaeology of the 1960s was determined by the belief that past human behaviour is patterned and predictable in various ways, and for that reason archaeologists need to develop global theories in order to explain cultural change (Sabloff 2005). The concepts of diffusion and population movement were regarded as inadequate for achieving this goal as they focused on artefact classification, aiming at providing regional typological sequences. The new research agenda necessitated the use of natural and formal sciences in the processing and evaluation of the archaeological data. Emphasis was no longer placed on defining cultures and their chronology, but rather on answering questions relating to a variety of subjects, eg environment, demography, survival strategies, exchange, and cultural complexity. In the field of lithic analysis, there was a major shift from typological classifications (Bordes 1961) to techno-functional approaches (Binford and Binford 1966). In this respect, very influential was the English translation of Semenov’s work of the 1930s (Semenov 1964).

During the 1960s, a significant number of Greek Neolithic sites were excavated under the influence of these principles. The team of the Saliagos project in the Cyclades had a strong background in lithics (Evans and Renfrew 1968, 42-68). Attention was paid not only to finished tools and debitage products, but also to the numerous waste materials. The latter were regarded as particularly important, because the presence of debris indicates on-site processing. For this reason, the excavation was organized in a manner that enabled the maximum recovery of findings. Another issue important to the Saliagos project was the
provenance of obsidian, which comprised the most abundant raw material of the site’s chipped stone industry.

*Obsidian circulation in Greece*

It was during that period that trace element analysis proved to be appropriate for obsidian characterization. Obsidian is a natural glass that forms under specific conditions in areas of recent volcanic activity, its chemical composition varying significantly depending on the source (Renfrew 2005, 33). This property alongside the fact of being rare enables an accurate provenance definition. Renfrew and his associates were pioneers in this field. Analyzing a wide variety of samples (Cann and Renfrew 1964), they proved that the island of Melos in the Cyclades was the most important obsidian source for prehistoric tool-makers in both insular and mainland Greece (Fig. 2).
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*Fig. 2, Map of Greece with sites mentioned in the text (d-maps.com)*

In the early 20th century, obsidian artefacts found in mainland Greece were assumed to have a Melian provenance. This is not surprising, since the Melos quarries had been
surveyed by the British Archaeological School already by the end of the 19th century on the occasion of excavations at the Bronze Age settlement of Phylakopi (Bosanquet 1904). The excavators laid great emphasis on the prehistoric quarries, ascribing the prosperity of the settlement to the trading of fine obsidian blades. Contemporary archaeologists excavating Neolithic sites in mainland Greece pointed out the presence of obsidian artefacts as evidence for contacts with the South, without however attempting to provide further interpretations (Wace and Thompson 1912, 226).

Obsidian circulation in the Aegean was a central issue in Renfrew’s research. Challenging the traditional theory (Renfrew et al. 1965), he argued that the prosperity of Phylakopi started at a time when the demand for obsidian had been reduced. In his view, based on field evidence, the Melos quarries were not owned by any authority, and therefore access was neither controlled nor restricted. From this perspective, no actual trade was involved; Neolithic and Bronze Age stone knappers obtained lithic material directly from the sources (ibid. 241-242). In Renfrew’s work, obsidian distribution is displayed as an ellipse on the map. Quantities appear to be pretty large as far south as the island of Crete and as far north as Thessaly, that is, within a radius of c 400 kms from the Melos quarries. Farther north, its presence is sporadic.

Holding to the positivist paradigm, Renfrew developed the ‘law of monotonic decrement’ which predicts that the commodity proportions decline as the distance from the sources increases (Renfrew 1977, 72). Therefore, he used mathematical equations and diagrams to depict various fall-off patterns on the grounds of the relationship between two selected variables: proportion of circulating commodities and distance from sources. The ‘down-the-line’ model (ibid. 77-79) distinguishes two zones of procurement: the supply zone in which obsidian is plentiful, acquired through direct access at a certain distance from the sources, and the interaction zone in which the raw material is distributed farther in exponentially smaller quantities through bartering with neighboring communities.

In the long run, archaeologists came to believe that exchange systems in prehistory are a more complex issue which cannot be understood by approaching it in terms of artefact frequency against linear distance from sources (Karimali and Karabatsoli 2010, 331-334). From the 1970s onward, the concept of the operational sequence brought new perspective in the field of lithic analysis (Soressi and Geneste 2011, 335-336). Originally termed ‘chaîne opératoire’ by Leroi-Gourhan (1964), the operational sequence or artefact biography is a methodological tool for reconstructing the processes by which raw materials are converted into finished goods (Lemmonier 1986, 149; LaMotta and Schiffer 2001, 21-24). Being a
reductive process with diagnostic products and by-products, the entire spectrum of stone tool-making can be reconstructed step by step, that is, from raw material procurement to core reduction, tool shaping, and discard. Very influential was the work of Tixier, Inizan, and Roche (1980). At the same time, there has been an increased interest in experimental stone knapping with particular focus on documenting the manufacturing process and the production of diagnostic by-products (Andrefsky 1998, 8).

These developments had a great impact on the study of the Neolithic chipped stone industries of Greece. A basic corpus of data regarding obsidian frequency, stage of importation, and reduction technology was created in the period around 1980 (e.g. Moundrea-Agrafioti 1981; Perlès 1981). Experts are mainly concerned with analyzing the technological and economical parameters of lithic production as well as capturing the social dimension of technology.

Torrence’s fieldwork at the Melos quarries added further evidence supporting the direct access model. Going through different aspects with regard to quarrying techniques, core preparation technology, composition and distribution of knapping floors, she reached the conclusion that obsidian procurement was rather expedient, which does not agree with the commercial trade theory, recognizing though that the stone knappers were efficiently skillful (Torrence 1986, 198-216). Torrence analyzed quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the obsidian waste products left behind at the quarries, i.e. core roughouts, biface preforms, flake and bladedebitage, thereby providing an insight into the knapping activities that took place there over thousands of years. Furthermore, of no less importance is the fact that, despite extensive survey, no traces of permanent settlements earlier than the Early Bronze Age were found on the island (Cherry and Torrence 1982).

Exchange systems in Neolithic Greece were also Perlès’ focus of research on the chipped stone industries. Attempting a cognitive approach, Perlès argued that a trip to Melos during that period must have been a very risky task which only experienced navigators would be able to accomplish; in addition she underlined that the production of obsidian blades from carefully prepared prismatic cores presupposes long apprenticeship and a high level of craft specialization (Perlès 1989, 11-12). She also pointed out that Melian obsidian in eastern Thessaly is almost as much abundant as in southern Greece and the Cyclades; the raw material was imported in the settlements in the form of partially or completely prepared blade cores, and the various chipped stone industries exhibited identical techno-morphological characteristics (Perlès 1990a, 17-39). For these reasons, neither direct access nor the down-the-line model suffices to account for obsidian distribution in the Aegean and mainland.
Greece. Perlès suggested that Melian obsidian was acquired by specialized knappers from the nearest islands and mainland coastal sites, and that the flaked products were distributed farther by means of itinerant trading (Perlès 1992, 144-145).

Karimali reconsidered the Neolithic modes of production and exchange with regard to obsidian, suggesting the parallel existence of multiple exchange networks across regions. In her view, obsidian networks connected Neolithic communities which were affiliated by virtue of regional and cultural identity (Karimali 1994, 50-57). This suggestion was supported by evidence derived from the study of production and distribution patterns in Thessaly (ibid. 280-338, 371-387). From this point of view, she stressed that the social context of space and distance was a decisive factor for the development of obsidian networks in Neolithic Greece (Karimali 2001, 757-759).

Melian obsidian has also been involved in the debate on the Neolithisation process in Greece, as it is present in the Mesolithic chipped stone industries of the Franchthi Cave in the Argolid (Perlès 1990b), the Cyclops Cave on Youra in the northern Sporades (Kaczanowska and Kozlowski 2008, 169-172, 177-178), and the open site of Maroulas on the Cycladic island of Kythnos (Sampson et al. 2010, 42-56). In the light of the new data, it is argued that the early farmers of central and southern Greece invested socially in the long established network of Melian obsidian, often ignoring the locally available raw materials; this is seen as evidence for the non local origin of the people who first practiced agriculture in these regions (Perlès 2003). It is also suggested that the technological changes observed in obsidian reduction during the transition to the Neolithic, ie the shift from percussion to pressure blade debitage, can be interpreted as resulting from contacts with the eastern Mediterranean (Kaczanowska and Kozlowski 2006, 82). From another perspective, obsidian circulation in the Aegean in both the Mesolithic and Neolithic periods is viewed as evidence for continuity in the field of lithic procurement, and therefore as an indigenous contribution to the Neolithisation process (Sampson 2006, 48-52, 58-59).

Lithics other than obsidian

Obsidian is not abundant in western Thessaly and northern Greece. In these regions, chipped stone industries are mainly composed of various kinds of flint, chert, and quartz. Lithics in northern Greece have been approached from a territorial perspective since the raw materials are mostly of local and regional provenance, as suggested by petrographic analysis (Dimitriadis and Skourtopoulou 2001). Influenced by theories derived from economic
anthropology (Sahlins 1974), research in the early 1980s yielded a distribution pattern that implied unequal access to lithic resources (Fotiadis 1985, 290-291; Grammenos 1997, 293-297). In this light, it was claimed that some Neolithic communities acquired specific kinds of lithics through exchange.

The above hypothesis was supported by specialized studies on lithic technology, which appeared in the literature from 1990 onward. Working on chipped stone assemblages from central Macedonia, ie the area between the Strymon River and the Thermaic Gulf, Skourtopoulou (2002, 545-546) concluded the existence of a small scale network that specialized in the distribution of local chert. The raw material, which occurs in the Vassilika Valley (Grammenos 1991, 119-120), was processed in the nearest settlements. Partially prepared cores were distributed farther within a radius of c 50 kms.

A rather different model may be proposed for the regionally available yellowish brown flint, which is by far more abundant in eastern Macedonia. Possible sources have been traced northward into the Rhodope Mountains (Dimitriadis and Skourtopoulou 2003, 129-130; Gurova and Nachev 2008, 34), pretty far from the settlements of the Serres and Drama Basins. The only actual evidence for on-site working comes from Sitagroi, the raw material being imported as prepared cores (Tringham 2003, 84). Elsewhere it is found mainly in the form of finished artefacts (eg Séféridès 1992, 75; Kourtessi-Philippakis 1997, 214; Skourtopoulou 1999, 123). The above evidence is indicative of a regional network which seems more complex in terms of procurement and distribution.

Procurement site identification has contributed to a better understanding of lithic patterns. The Petrota and Nigrita sites, the former located in Thrace (Fotiadis et al. 2003), the latter on the north slopes of Mount Kerydylia (Kourtessi-Philippakis et al. 1993; Kambouroglou and Peristeri 2008), have provided evidence for outcrop quarrying and lithic processing. The cryptocrystalline material is of various colours, ranging from translucent to opaque (Fig. 3). The presence of knapping floors, composed of numerous debris as well as cores and diagnostic debitage, suggests that stone working during the Neolithic period was to a considerable extent an off-village activity. This evidence may account for the low frequency of cortical flakes and other technical pieces in many domestic chipped stone assemblages.

The Nigrita sources are located at an equal distance from the settlements of both central and eastern Macedonia. However, statistical data regarding raw material frequency and stage of importation imply that the Neolithic settlements west of the Strymon River did not have direct access to the sources (Kakavakis 2011, 200, 261). Landscape negotiation
between neighbouring regions with distinct cultural traits emerges as an important strategy for the long-term management of lithic resources.

The Balkan yellowish brown or ‘honey’ flint, probably extracted from sources located in north-eastern Bulgaria, contributes to ongoing discussions on the Neolithisation process (Gurova 2008). Although not plentiful, pressure blades of macroscopically similar material are present in the chipped stone assemblages of Greece already by the Early Neolithic (Kozlowski et al. 1996, 337; Perlès 2001, 202). In the Late Neolithic assemblages of eastern Macedonia (late 6th to 4th millennia BC), Balkan flint has been distinguished from regionally available yellowish brown flints strictly on technological grounds. According to Manolakakis (2005, 194-196, 201-202, 267-269), the former, which is rear, occurs as large blades produced by pressure, while the latter as smaller blades produced by percussion (Fig. 4).

When chipped stone variation is examined over time and space in connection with other material evidence, a pattern emerges suggesting that the frequency of lithics from distant sources, or from regional sources not directly accessible, is analogous to the frequency of artefacts that carry symbolic connotations, eg decorated pottery, figurines, metal objects, and spondylus shell ornaments. In northern Greece in particular, imported chipped stone tools appear to be more numerous in settlements where expressive material culture is abundant and varied (Kakavakis 2014). This correlation, associated with the rapid growth of social
networks in the course of the 5th millennium BC, indicates that indirect procurement of lithics was done in meaningful contexts of interaction.

**Fig. 4. Yellowish brown flint artefacts from Sitagroi (drawings: Odysseas Kakavakis)**


Over the last decades, thanks to long-term projects and large-scale development works, a significant number of Neolithic settlements were excavated to a great extent, especially in northern Greece (Andreou et al. 2001). Spatial analysis of chipped stone distribution has been undertaken at a number of sites as an attempt to explore space structuring through depositional patterns (e.g. Skourtopoulou 2004, 393-401; Andreasen 2011). The spatial distribution approach focuses on identifying lithic activity areas relating to tool production, storage, and discard, as well as tracing contextual evidence for socially meaningful or ‘structured’ depositions, which highlight the symbolic potential of the chipped stone, tool assemblages. At Makriyalos for example, in the later phase of occupation, stone tools of high quality raw materials and sophisticated craftsmanship were deposited in pits alongside various items of expressive material culture (Skourtopoulou 2006, 67-68, 71-72). A more intriguing context comes from Drakaina Cave on Cephalonia in the Ionian Sea; the numerous flint arrowheads deposited in the cave are regarded as evidence for communal ritual related to hunting (Stratouli and Metaxas 2009, 322-324). Lithic studies have taken on a
hermeneutic perspective (Hodder and Hutson 2003, 195-196), providing narratives about how material culture contributes to the structuring of human behavior.

Conclusions

Chipped stone research is relatively recent in the Neolithic archaeology of Greece. In the early years not much attention was drawn to this particular category of artefacts. The archaeology of Greece was mainly concerned with distinguishing cultural groups, notably on the basis of pottery, as well as identifying ethnicity in the material culture. Lithic artefacts were treated as small finds which were partially classified as tools or weapons on descriptive and typological grounds.

Things changed significantly in the 1960s, when prehistoric archaeology cooperated closely with the natural sciences in order to explain patterns of past human behaviour in a more objective manner. The potential for accurately provenancing obsidian artefacts through trace element analysis created a brand-new field of research that was both pioneering and influential. Exchange systems in prehistory became the focus of Aegean archaeology, especially with reference to obsidian. In the long run, however, the two-variable approach of calculating artefact frequency against absolute distance from sources resulted in biased estimations.

A breakthrough was made possible by applying the concept of the operational sequence on the study of lithic technology. With the potential of reconstructing the entire process of tool manufacture, use, and discard, archaeologists viewed lithics in a totally new light, looking for options, intensions, and decisions behind technical acts. Currently, the artefact biography approach in connection with spatial distribution analysis provides insights into depositional practices, as well as intriguing narratives of stone tools being used in symbolic contexts. In addition, the ongoing mapping of lithic sources alongside attempts toward chert and flint characterization contributes to a more extensive understanding of chipped stone variability.
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